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Introduction

Tradewinds Software Documentation for 

Grainlink360 • Ricelink360 • Seedlink360

Since 1988 our focus is YOU – the small to mid-market business who wants to optimize their
grain and seed operations! We know how difficult your business is and our customers believe in
our partnering capabilities to help them become more efficient without breaking the bank to
deploy and run software. Our simple yet powerful platform provides end to end ERP features for
integrating people, processes, and technologies across your business. Our team excels in
tailoring our platform to your specific needs and building long term relationships to help you be
successful with your customers!

This Documentation covers all of our products. Please note that not all modules may be
available to you. If, after reviewing the documentation, you still need further assistance, please
contact our technical support department at (318) 220-1039. 

Grainklink360: Provides many innovative, automated processes to streamline your business
from end to end with custom tailoring for your specific needs if required. Our next generation
rough grain software system has proven to be the key for our customer’s improved results – we
have built this platform over many years to handle the unique requirements you deal with on a
daily basis. To learn more about Grainlink360 visit https://tradewinds-
software.com/grainlink-360/

RiceLink360:  Our Next Generation milling, packaging and invoicing software platform. This
system provides a fully integrated set of features and functionality that has been built over the
life of our company. We have implemented many automated processes to significantly improve
your business from end to end and offer custom tailoring for your specific needs if required. Our
rice milling system has delivered tremendous value for our client’s operations and they have
been able to provide their customers improved service and products! To learn more about
Ricelink360 visit https://tradewinds-software.com/ricelink-360

Seedlink360: An End to End system that far exceeds any traditional seed handling software
solutions. Our platform offers automated treating, processing, packing and tracking that will
transform your business. The platform provides functionality based on years of our experience
and customer use. If necessary, our team will custom tailor the system for your specific needs.
Using next generation technology, we have designed automation into the system that has
proven to enhance our client’s operations and improve their business results. We have created
this powerful platform over many years to handle the specific functionality that is required on a
daily basis for the seed handling business! To learn more about Seedlink360
https://tradewinds-software.com/seedlink-360

https://tradewinds-software.com/grainlink-360/
https://tradewinds-software.com/grainlink-360/
https://tradewinds-software.com/ricelink-360
https://tradewinds-software.com/seedlink-360
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Accounting Platform: Our core accounting platform provides full module support for all
traditional functions including general ledger, payables, receivables, invoice, receipts,
purchases, etc. The power of our solution comes from the Seamless Integration with our 360
suite of products. As transactions occur in any module, the necessary updates to other modules
and system functions will automatically be performed saving time and effort for your staff. The
platform has become more robust over time based on our customer’s feedback to enhance the
overall performance. To learn more about Accounting Platform https://tradewinds-
software.com/tws-accounting-system/

All Contents of this file, past, present, and future are property of Tradewinds Software
Corporation and cannot be used or distributed in any form without express permission. 
Tradewinds Software assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the
content of this document. The information contained in this document is provided on an "as is"
basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy, usefulness, or timeliness. 
Documentation may differ from user experience based on a combination of site wide system
settings and individual access.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Overview (What is GrainLink360)

GrainLink360 is a software system for tracking all types of grains such as corn, rice, wheat,
etc.. This program will allow you to contract with the grower (where applicable), receive into
your facility or direct-ship to another destination and provide reporting to track the activity.  It
also allows you to process the grain and track it's movement through your facility.

GrainLink360 also allows you to buy, sell, contract, hedge or anything you have to do with
grain, whether it belongs to you or not.  In that process all recipients of funds are automatically
paid.  All commissions for sales people, or research fees are also tracked and paid.

Finally this system is used for shipping to another destination, again automatically keeping
track of inventory.

In conclusion, GrainLink360 is our base application for transferring and processing all grain
transactions.  If you are a mill, processing facility, seed or feed facility there are add-on options
that will take care of those items too.  

RiceLink360 is a complete milling add-on that works seamlessly with GrainLink360.  
SeedLink360 module is for our seed companies to use our designed to handle seed

https://tradewinds-software.com/tws-accounting-system/
https://tradewinds-software.com/tws-accounting-system/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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processing, sale and packaging.  Likewise for grain merchandisers, brokers, farmers, freight
companies there is a TradeWinds product to meet your needs.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: News and information about help authoring tools and
software

The Main Menu

1. The Main Menu is the primary list of options available to the user. The main menu is the
starting point of options presented to the user of a computer application to help the user find
information or execute a program function

2. The Search option helps users to locate content by searching for specific words or phrases,
without needing to understand or navigate through the structure of the application. This can be
a quicker or easier way to find content.

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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3. The Favorites list gives you a convenient way to save, organize and access frequently-used
items. This provides fast access for the user by right clicking and adding to the favorites tab
from the main menu or search tabs. When needed to delete a favorite, right click then delete
from favorites. 
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4. The Settings tab has 5 different options to select from. The Minimize Main Screen when
Opening New Screen when selected allows the main screen to minimize when opening screens
so the only screen you see is the new screen. The Do Not Auto Load Home Screen when
selected allows you to see the main screen but does not load any of the web information. The
Load Menu Sized Screen when selected allows the screen to load to menu size based on
settings. The Auto Load Screen On Search when selected allows the screen to auto load when
typing in the name on the search. The Load Scroll Bars on Forms when selected allows scroll
bars to be on the bottom and side of the screen to view the whole screen with specific settings.
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5. The Web tab provides assistance to our to Support Documentation to help assistance with
navigating the program. It also provides the user to be able to either view a list of contact
information for support or for our connect remote access to be able to provide assistance in any
issues or concerns that may arise. It also allows the user to view any News updates and About

Us. The Video Library is a review of what Tradewinds does and services offered. The 
button by clicking on it will colapse the main screen so you are only viewing thee tabs as shown
below.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

Navigating The Application
 

  The exit button  allows you to close out the form and return to the previous application.

  The plus button creates a new record.

  The minus button removes or deletes a record.

  The check mark button is used to save any information you have created or added. 

  The X button cancels any changes you've made since you last saved.

 The question mark allows you to view documentation or information about the screen
being acessed.

 The about screen is labeled on each screen normally on the right hand
side and by clicking on this label it will allow you to access the information about the screen as
shown below.

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Requesting Support

Requesting Support

When clicking on the label of each screen, for example  Bin Activity Report, it displays a box
with information about the specific screen.

The displayed information shows the Screen Name, the Application within the program, the
Form Name within the program, the Application Version, the Unit Name within the program,
the date it was Built, any Additional Information that may be listed and a Looking for Help
column that shows you the Documentation, Email Support, and Copy to Clipboard and
Support Number to contact.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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When selecting the Documentation button it will bring you to the list of documentation that is
available for Tradewinds program and you can either select what you are looking for from the
Contents or you can Search specific screens.
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By selecting Email Support, it will take you straight to the email and enter the information for
you about the screen you are emailing about.
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The Copy to Clipboard, allows you to copy the whole box to anything you need to copy it to.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Using Grainlink Documentation

To use the Grainlink documentation, you can simply select each book and it will open the
modules to view the list and sections within each modules. You can even search for a specific
module by using the Search button and typing in what you are looking for.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Clean Rice Shipments

Clean Rice Shipments

Menu or Search

Clean Rice Shipments

1) Search for the order to be shipped either by name or order number.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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2) Create/Copy Shipments to create the shipment. Depending on if “Milling Groups” are used or “FS

Lots Number” select from the “View”.

3) Once the shipment is created, complete the “Shipping Information” tab by filling in appropriate areas

needed. Then choose the quantity of the order to ship and enter into the “Set Qty To” and “Update

Qty” on the “Shipment Details” tab. If the quantity is the complete total of the order simply click the
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red arrow at the bottom of the screen to apply to complete total then “Update Qty”.

4) After assigning the quantity if “Food Safety Lot Numbers” are used select the “FS Lot Number below

to assigned to the shipment. Shipping Complete.
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5) If the quantity is incorrect or needs to be changed, choose the “Unload Shipment” box and it will

prompt you to choose to “Remove All Items from Shipment”.
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6) After completing the shipment if “COA” (Certificate of Analysis) if applicable, complete or add the

COA to the shipping information.
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7) Click on “Evaluate BOLs” to view the Bill of Lading. 
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Bonuses and Commissions

Bonuses and Commissions

Menu or Search 
Bonuses and Commissions

1) To add “Bonuses and Commissions” first select the “Period Id (the Payroll Period) of which the
bonus or commission is to be added to, then select the “Month”, and the “Year”.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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2) Select the + sign and this will add the option to select the “Payment IDs”.

3) Yes to Add Unlisted Payment IDS.
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4) This will give a list of the employees and select the employee to assign. Fill in the appropriate
information next to the employees name then save. This will save the information for further use.
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5) Once this information is saved, it is always available for future transactions and can be copied by
use the “Copy” button.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy CHM and documentation editor

Broker

Broker

Menu or Search 
Broker

1) To add a “Broker” use the + sign.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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2) To auto-assign the “Vendor ID” leave the field blank. If there is a vendor ID already assigned, this can
manually be entered. Then create an “Accounts Payable” account by either selecting “Create
Accounts Payable Account for this Vendor” which will assign the same account number and
information as the “Vendor Id” or ……..
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3) “Add/Change Accounts Payable Account” if another “Accounts Payable” account is responsible and
save.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured EPub generator

Broker Reports

Broker Reports

Menu or Search 

Broker Reports

1) Vendor Commissions- This report will show commissions for a specific vendor. (Optional report)

2) Vendor Invoices-  A report to print all invoices for a specific vendor. (Optional report)

3) Customer Assignment- A report of customers and ID numbers assigned to a broker.

4) Broker Summary By Variety- A report of seed invoice summary by broker.

5) Broker Detail By Variety- A report of seed invoice detail by broker.

6) Variety Allotments- Broker/Salesperson variety allocation detail.

7) Commission Mismatch- This report will show whether the commissions match the sales contact.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Carrier

Carrier

Menu or Search 
Carrier

1) To add a carrier, select the + sign and the “Vendor ID” can either be auto populated or can manually
be assigned.

2) Fill in the information and assign the “Accounts Payable” to the carrier either by selecting “Create
Accounts Payable Account for this Vendor” which will create an AP account using the same
account number and information and the vendor or…….
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3) Choose the “Add/Change Accounts Payable Account” which will allow a new AP account to be set
up or choose an existing AP account already set up different from the vendor account.
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4) “Contacts” can be added for additional information.
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5) “Vendor Groups” may also be added by selecting the tab.
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6) “Trucks” tab can be used for adding information needed for the truck #s, Default License, and
Overload Permits.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Qt Help files

Customer Setup

Customer Setup

Menu or Search

Customer Setup- Setup to find/add a customer.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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A Customer ID will auto generate unless a specific ID is needed (and if needed add here).
Customer or Grower name (First then Last)
Classification - Choose a Customer or Grower.
Default Area - The area the customer or grower chooses. 
Default Warehouse – The location of the warehouse to be used.
Address 1 - The mailing address that will be used for billing purposes.
Address 2 - This will be used for apartment numbers or extra information etc...
Zip Code- Entering the zip code will generate the City, State, Country Code, Country, and County.
Email Address- Email address if needed for the customer or grower
Phone- The contact phone number
Fax- The fax number if needed
Division- The division in which the customer will be setup under.

Go to the “Shipping Address”. If the shipping address is the same as “Address 1” this can be copied over by
simply clicking on “Copy Mailing Address to Shipping” to the right of the screen. If the shipping address is
different got to the “Shipping Address” tab and complete the shipping address information and click the
saved button ✓ at the top.

Optional Shipping Addresses- This address can either be selected by the list of customers  and assigned,
or create a new one by choosing “Create Optional Shipping Address”. Enter the information then save ✓.
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Account Information- 

Sales Group- Select a Sales Group from the dropdown box, either by the company or select Retail if setting
up an Individual account.
Then go to “Accounts Receivable”- this is where an AR account will be set up for the customer account.
Hover over the icons on the right side of the accounts receivable and choose which option is necessary. 

Assign AR Account-

By clicking on this option, it will prompt to another screen that will have a list of the AR
accounts. This option allows an AR account to be set up if a different mailing address is
needed for billing purposes. Process this screen the same way as the Customer Setup
Screen. Then hit the ← arrow at the top of the screen to return to the previous screen and it
will ask, ‘Do you want to assign the accounts receivable account to this customer’? YES
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Create AR Account-
By clicking on this option, it will auto generate a new AR account with the same information
as the customer information above if the billing information is the same. This will give the
AR account the same account number as the customer account number.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Manual Invoicing

Invoice

The Invoice application is located on the Main Menu screen. The Invoice screen handles
creating and viewing invoices that have been created manually for a specific customer and the
item or items invoiced. 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Information about the Invoice Screen 

As in all forms, the   button exits the Invoice screen and brings you back to the main
menu. On the top tool bar there are labeled buttons that by clicking on them allow you to go to
other screens without exiting the Invoice Screen. 

The Get Help button will take you to this documentation and give you instructions on
how to use the Invoice screen.

The navigator bar allows you to search or find an existing invoice by Invoice Number,
Customer Name, Date, Customer ID or Invoice Status. Any box highlighted in yellow

 is a search box to allow you to search by different values depending
on the screen you are accessing. 

By clicking on the Tips, it will give you Search Tips for searching.
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On the left of the screen, there are a list of buttons that as you proceed through the screen, it allows different
options to be available depending on the action needed.

 

 Allows you to create a new invoice or invoices for the customer selected.

 Allows you to delete an invoice that has already been created or something you have just created.
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 Allows you to open a closed invoice to either edit or delete if necessary. 

 Allows you to close and invoice after creating and finishing or editing and open invoice.

 Allows you to print an invoice after creating or editing it.

 Allows you to view any invoice for a specific customer.

 Allows you to email the invoice as needed.

 Allows you to delete and item listed.

 Allows you to invoice the items.

Create an Invoice
To Create a new invoice, make sure you choose the Date.  If you have more than one invoice to

create, you may want to select . This will keep the date selected for all
invoices for that date, so you do not have to select the date every time.  Then you are going to

choose a Customer and either  or select

 and it will create an invoice for you without
choosing the Add Invoice button. 
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Then you are going to choose a Customer and either  or select

 and it will create an invoice for you without
choosing the Add Invoice button. 
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Once creating a new invoice, you will see the Invoice Number, Date, Status, and Payment
Type.
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This section gives you information and allows you to enter information manually.

Once creating an Invoice, at the bottom you will select an Item by selecting the Description
drop-down and choosing the Item for the invoice.  Then by tabbing you will choose the Qty,
Price per Each, then tab and it will calculate the Total and then you can enter any Discount %
if applicable.
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After selecting the Item or Items at the bottom, you can select to  and it will chance the
status to Printed.

Then by selecting  this will lock the Invoice down and no changes will be allow and the
status will update to Closed.
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After Closing the Invoice, you can email directly from this screen by clicking on the 
button on the left and entering the Email Address, Subject, and the Body.

To Find an Invoice, select the  at the top and this will take you to a screen to view
invoices created and the Status, Invoice Number, Date, Customer Number, Customer Name,
City, Invoice Total, and the Payment Type.
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The bottom of the screen gives information about the account that include the Total of the
Sale, Total Discounts if any, Total Tax if any, and the Total Net. It also allows you to see the
Invoice Total, any Payments that have been made on the account, the Balance Due, and the
Cash Tendered. By clicking on the  Payment button, it will allow you to enter Cash Payments,
Credit Card Payments, or Check Payments to the AR Account and

.
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Revised 11/15/2021

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Order Entry

Order Entry

The Order Entry application is located on the Main Menu screen. The Order Entry
screen handles creating and viewing orders to ship by assigning and showing Order
Number, Amount, Purchase Order, Customer, Variety, and Status of the order. It is
also assigned by Division and Invoicing Warehouse.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Information about the Order Entry Screen

As in all forms, the   button exits the Order Entry screen and brings you back to the
main menu. On the top tool bar there are dropdown boxes to help filter by Beginning Date

and Ending Date by clicking on the Unlock button and adjusting the dates as
needed then and locking the dates back down then Refresh.

The Get Help button will take you to this documentation and give you instructions on
how to use the Order Entry screen.
On the very top of the tool bar there are 2 options listed Go To and Reports. The Go To
once clicking on it will give you options that will take you to these screens listed below to
either add, edit, or create from these screens without leaving he Order Entry screen to
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view them all.

The Reports option will give you a list of reports depending on your settings. 

Also, on the tool bar there are buttons labeled for you to use as you are going through the
processes of using the Order Entry screen. 

The navigator bar allows you to choose or filter by different options like the Division,
Invoicing Warehouse, Shipping Account, Carrier, Customer, and Shipping Status.

The save button  is used to save any information you have and the cancel button 
cancels any changes you've made since you last saved.  Any box highlighted in yellow

 is a search box to allow you to search by different values
depending on the screen you are accessing. 

You are also able to choose the Order Types by selecting All, Standard, or Merchandise.

By selecting one of these boxes, these will also give you different options for each order or all orders based
on the selection chosen.

Create an Order
To Create a new order, choose the Division and Invoicing Warehouse. The click on the

 button and this will take you to a new screen that either you can Create A New
Order or Duplicate An Existing Order. When Creating a New Order, it will list all the
customers you have, or you can Search by ID or Name. Once selecting the customer, if
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you have a purchase order you can enter that information in the P.O. Number box, select
the Order Date and Pickup Date then select Create Order.

You will receive a message asking if you want to Create New Order and select Yes of
applicable.

After selecting Yes this will bring up the Information tab on the order created. 
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The Red up and down arrow buttons, allows you to move from one order to another by
selecting the direction needed.

Enter all applicable information needed for the order in each field by using the drop downs
or entering manually the information in the fields that do have the drop-down option.

The Use Sales Contract Due Date button allows you to automatically change by choosing
the Order Date to Match the Sales Contract if one has been entered.

You can choose an Optional Shipping Address. If the address is not listed, you can add
one by selecting the Add button and it allows you to Create Optional Shipping Address.
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The Duplicate button will create a duplicate of the order without having to physically create
a new order with all the same information on it.

The Invoice button will invoice the order when completed.

The  button will allow you to exit the Information screen and return to the main Order
Entry screen.

At the bottom of the Information tab, there is a list of tabs for more information about the
order created. On the Shipping Information enter all applicable information needed for
the order in each field by using the drop downs or entering manually the information in the
fields that do have the drop-down option.

This box allows you to enter specific information about any packaging needed to know if
applicable.
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These fields by clicking on each one will allow you to access certain information from the
Order Entry screen without leaving the screen to access each one separately.

Order Options tab gives you the option to Invoice from Order or Shipments and to enter
extra information in each cell shown below and to choose to Use Customer Bags and to
select if This is A Toll Mill Order and choose the Toll Mill Order Number from the drop
down. 

The Change Customer tab allows you to change the customer by clicking the button and
using the Search to find the customer. It will ask if you are sure you want to change the
customer and by choosing yes it will change.
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The Manual Invoice tab is used to add information and what Documents to include when
doing a manual invoice. 

Using the Manual S.O. (Sales Order) tab lets you enter information if applicable in each

field manually or you can use the  button and it will auto populate the
Sales Order Information by choosing Yes.
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The Detail tab is where the Item to ship is entered by selecting the Description and
entering the Qty, Price Each, Extended Price, and Standard Price.

The Duplicate button can be used to duplicate the specific order you are on without
manually entering all the information.
The Copy Last button can be used to copy the information from the previous order create
for that specific customer.
The Credit/Rebill button is used to edit or change the invoice that was already created.
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The Auto – Ship button ships the order created once the information is entered for the
Item to be shipped.
The Invoice button will invoice the order after shipping the order that was created.

The  button will allow you to exit the Information screen and return to the main Order
Entry screen.

To filter to Show All Items In Lookup or Add Order To Batch Pring select the box
applicable.

When Right Click Item For Additional Options you are able to choose to Recalculate
Price or Use Customer Weight.

Order Totals tab at the bottom of the Detail tab, is a viewing of the Description, Unit,
Qty, and Price Per. 

Each one of these options listed allows you to make changes to the Detail and Order
Totals by choosing the option needing to be changed or edited.

The Discounts tab allows you to apply a discount for the order if there is a discount
available.
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The Comments tab allows you to add comments and to choose what Document Type for
the comments to apply to.

The Duplicate An Existing Order tab allows you to duplicate and existing order by View
All Existing Orders For the Last Month, 3 Months, 6 Months, Year, or Ever by
selecting the appropriate field or to Search by Customer Name or Order Number and
to Lookup Only Open Orders to copy.

After all is complete when returning to the main Order Entry screen, you will be able to view the orders and
the Shipping Status which shows either Open, Shipping, Shipped, and Invoiced.
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Revised: 8/24/2020 
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Sales Contracts

Sales Contracts

The Sales Contracts allows contracts to be created to show orders and sales to a customer.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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As in all forms, the   button exits the screen and brings you back to the main application. On the
top tool bar, this gives you information on the Unit Of Measure, Division, and what type of Contract it
is.

The first tab is Contracts. The navigator bar  allows you to create a new

Contract, remove a Contract. The save button  is used to save any information you have and

the cancel button  cancels any changes you've made since you last saved. To create a new

Contract, select the  and it will default to the Sales Contract ID and this can either be manually

entered or by selecting the  button this will auto generate an ID number. Then select the
dropdown box under Customer and choose a Customer for the Contract. Type in the Description,
Optional Shipping Address, and any Contract Notes if applicable.
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This area allows you to provide additional information needed for the contract and allows you to
Change Contract ID.

The bottom section allows you to search and view contract and order information for a specific
Customer. This can be done by selecting the highlighted areas and entering information needed.

By clicking on the Create Quick Merch Contract this will display a box that allows you to Create Spot
Contract for Customer. Enter the information and then Complete Quick Contract.
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This area displays the contract information.

The next tab is Contract Details which is where you will create an order for the contract by selecting

the  .

It will create a line and will default to the Description. Select the Description, Qty, Type, and Price

Each then save .

Once this is completed, below is the Order Detail tab where an order is created from the information
entered from the Contract Details. Choose the Create button on the right and it will generate a line
and here you will enter the Qty for this specific order. You can enter a PO Number, Order Date, and
Pickup Date for the order. You can also select Load Order After Creating and this will create the

shipment. Then .
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The Contract Orders tab, give you the option to Search an order. This screen will display any order
that is attached to this Contract and you can either View Order or Remove Order from the contract.

The Customer’s Other Orders tab, allows you to view other orders not assigned to the Contract but
that have similarities to the orders on the contract created. Again, you can Search a specific order
then View Order or Assign Order to the specific contract you are on.
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The information to the right of this allows you to filter by selecting the option or options to which you
choose to Show Orders.

Depending on the order selected, the bottom section displays the Order information details.

The last tab is Reports. This tab will generate Contract Reports, Invoice Reports, and Pricing Reports
for a specific contract.
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Select the option below for the Sales Contract Report you are needing to view or print. You can also
select the Combined Purchase/Sales Reports and this will combine the reports.

Then choose what options are applicable in this section and Load Customer/Sales Contract and it will
load the report for you to view or print.
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You are also able to do the same thing on the Invoice and Pricing tabs by selecting options to view or

print.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Add/Change Inventory Item

Add/Change Inventory Item

Menu or Search 

Add/Change Inventory Item – Allows you to add a new item or change and existing item. 

1) To add an “Item” choose the + sign. 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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2) Enter the “Item ID” and the “Primary Description” for the item to be added. Then save.

3) Select from the dropdown box in the “Item Grouping” the “Item Class” for the item.
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4) Then select from the dropdown box in the “Item Grouping” the “Packaging” for the item.
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5) Enter the “Default Unit of Measure”, “Shipping Weight”, “Net Weight”, and the “Units” for the item.
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6) Then go to the “Item Details” tab.
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7) Add the “Variety” from the dropdown box, “Pct”, and the “Weight”. Then save.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Enter Bulk Clean Rice Inventory

Enter Bulk Clean Rice Inventory

Menu or Search 
Enter Bulk Clean Rice Inventory

1) To enter inventory, select the “Bin”.

2) The “Variety” will default to the variety based on the bin setup but can be changed.

3) If the “Air Space” (number of inches from the top of the bin to where the grain starts) is entered,
hitting the tab will auto populate the “CTWs”. 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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4) If the “CWTs” are entered, it will auto populate the “Air Space”.

5) “Bin Indicators” are optional depending if the system has the automated bin indicators. If so, the
system allows you to use the “Auto Inventory” button to generate automatic readings with the time
and date.
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6) “Milling Lot” is used to select a milling lot that can be assigned to the bin. Optional: If the system
us using “Mixed Numbers” these will be available to assign to the bins instead.

7) Once all information is completed, save and the system will update.
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8) If any bins need to be modified, this can be done from this screen by selecting “Modify Bin
Specifications”.

9) The grid to the right is a summary grid by variety of the bins.
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10) System Option for blending multiple varieties in the same bin.

11) System Option: When using the system with multiple varieties, “CR Bin Specs” gives information on
the bin specifications and these can be updated or added.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: News and information about help authoring tools and
software

Enter Packaged Floor Counts

Enter Packaged Floor Counts

Menu or Search 
Enter Packaged Floor Counts

1) When entering the screen, select the “Load Inventory For Date” to load packaged inventory.

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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2) To do the floor count you have the option of “Print Count Sheets” which will give you a list of all the
inventory and a blank area to document totals.
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3) Enter the quantity of the floor count for each line item.
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4) System Option: depending on systems, if food safety lot numbers are being used this will be the
screen option.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate EPub eBooks with ease

Floor Count Supplies

Floor Count Supplies

Menu or Search 
Floor Count Supplies

1) To do the floor count you have the option of “Print Count Sheets” which will give you a list of all the
inventory and a blank area to document totals.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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2) Enter the quantity of each line item then save changes.
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3) If you are entering totals for film, these are entered as rolls. Then save.

4) Saving will update the system.

5) System Option: Floor Count Supplies By Vendor Lot- depending on systems, if vendor lots are
being used this will be the screen option.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Advance Packaging Position Reports

Advance Packaging Position Reports

The Advanced Packaging Position Reports are in the Inventory Reports. The Advanced Packaging
Reports allows you to project what you need to package and what is on the floor is allocated to orders
by viewing or printing a selected report or multiple reports at one time based on your selection.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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As in all forms, the   button exits the screen and brings you back to the main Inventory Reports.

The print  button will generate the report for you to review or print from this screen.

These reports can be generated and viewed by selecting the box beside each report. The reports can
be ran individually or by selecting them all to generate all reports to view at the same time. They can
also be filtered by selecting the Report Date, Previous Workday, Days Out, Order Age, Select By and
View Only Items That Need To Be Packed.
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Below are examples of each report and shows what each report generates.

The Milling Forecast shows what is in the bins and what needs to be milled to be packaged and how
long it will take.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Add or Change Employee

Employee Setup

Search or Add an employee by either entering the name or hitting the plus sign to add. Enter the information
making sure all boxes are filled in if applicable. 

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Payroll Tax Control Center – By clicking on the area “Click here to add taxes to employee”, it will prompt to
another screen to add payroll taxes.

Choose the taxes to apply by choosing “All” or choose individual for the ones the are applicable. Once
completed, save then exit. This will apply the taxes to the control center.
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Choose the status and exemptions to complete the box.
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Period – this is the pay period to be assigned depending on the number of times payroll will be done. 
Payment – this is the information assigned to the employee base on hourly rates, overtime rates, or salary
and the AP account assigned for payments.
Deductions – this is the information assigned based on any deductions the employee may have like child
support, loans, etc…..

By right clicking on the Period box, options will appear and by selecting “Add Pay Period to Employee” this
will allow the option to choose each pay period to be assigned. By selecting “Remove Pay Period from
Employee” this will allow you to remove the pay period. By selecting “Add or Change Pay Period” this will
allow you to edit or add to the Pay Periods. 
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By right clicking on the Payments box, options will appear and by selecting “Add Payments to Employee”
this will allow the option to choose the employee for this payment. By selecting “Remove Payment from
Employee” this will allow you to remove the employee from the payments. By selecting “Add or Change a
Payment” this will allow you to edit or add an employee and their hourly rate, salary and AP account for their
payment information. 
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By right clicking on the Deductions box, options will appear and by selecting “Add Deductions to Employee”
this will allow the option to choose the deduction needed for this payment. By selecting “Remove
Deductions from Employee” this will allow you to remove the deductions from the payments. By selecting
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“Add or Change a Deduction” this will allow you to edit or add a deduction to the list including the G/L
account.
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Check if applicable.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

Create or Change Payroll

Create or Change Payroll

Choose a Pay Period.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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After choosing a pay period, create payroll.
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This will bring you to the time sheet screen where the regular time and overtime will be
entered. Once this is complete, Save the time sheet.

Once time sheets are saved, this will show the new payroll created in open status then Post
Payroll. Yes to post payroll.
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To View Payroll Detail click on the icon below as seen in the picture.
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To create a check for a single employee click on the icon below as seen in the picture.

To print payroll checks, click on the Check Writer icon below and it will prompt you to the check
writer screen to print.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free HTML Help documentation generator

Active Employees

Active Employees

If No Pay Period Is Selected: A report of active employees and pay rate for a particular
date of an existing payroll.
If A Pay Period Is Selected:  A report of active employees and pay rate for the pay period at
the time of selected date.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Cafeteria

Cafeteria

This report lists each employee along with their cafeteria deductions for a given month. 
The report is grouped by payroll department and contains a grand total for the month.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Daily Payroll Reports

Daily Payroll Reports

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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This report gives you information about payrolls that have been processed by dates.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Employee Day Rates

Employee Day Rates

This report is a list of hourly employees and the hourly day time pay for a selected Date.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Employee Detail

Employee Detail

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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This report lists each active employee along with their rates of pay, marital status,
exemptions, and deductions. This is a good place to browse your employees for the
purpose of checking setups.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Payroll Deduction Summary

Payroll Deduction Summary

This report lists each employee for the given time period, along with their gross pay, non-
tax deductions and net pay.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Payroll Departments

Payroll Departments

To add a “Department” select the + sign then enter the “Department ID”, “Description”, and check whether to
“Print Time Cards” by double clicking in the box.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Once the information is completed, Save.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly Reports

This report prints the amount of simple retirement for a period between 2 dates.  It also
accepts as input a percentage to show the maximum that an employer should match.  The
default is 3%.

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Payroll Payments

Payroll Payments

To add a “Payroll Payment” select the + sign. Enter the “Payment” number of the employee also used in the
“Employee Setup”, then the “Description”, (the employees name).

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Select the “Schedule” (Weekly, Bi-Weekly, Semi-Monthly, Monthly, Annually). Then save.

Add a “Period” (Payroll Period). This can be selected as “All” or individual periods. Then save.
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Add an “Account”. Find the GL Account to assign to the payments and select, then save.
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Make sure the total percentage on the GL account or accounts, total 100%. 
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Complete the rest of the “Payroll Payment information by adding in the Effective Date, Regular Hourly Pay,
Overtime Pay, Comp Time, Sick Time, Vacation Time, Other Time, Salary, Default Regular Hours, Default
Overtime Hours, Extra Federal Taxes withheld, and Extra State Taxes withheld. Then save.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Payroll Periods

Payroll Periods

To add a “Periods” select the + sign and add the Period, Description, and Division. The “Pay Period” is
based on how often payroll is processed. For example….. (Semi-Monthly would have 2 pay periods a
month, and Bi-Weekly since that is every 2 weeks could possibly have 3 pay periods a month). Then save.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Payroll Reports

Payroll Report

The payroll report is a great tool for reviewing all payroll information for paid workers based
on a date range. This report displays sections detailing Wages, Withholding Taxes,
Employer Taxes, and Deductions/Benefits.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free iPhone documentation generator

Workmens Comp

Workmen’s Comp

This report is pulled by range of dates.  It gives the hours and dollars usually required for
workmen's compensation insurance companies.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free CHM Help documentation generator

Payroll Summary

Payroll Summary

The Payroll Summary report is a fast way to see the payroll totals by an employee for a
selected amount of your time. This report can be generated for individual employees or for
all employees from a specific range of dates. It can include gross pay, net pay, taxes, and
any other deductions.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Payroll Tax By Date

Payroll Tax by Date

This report shows Payroll Taxes by date for those taxes you withhold from employees for
income tax and FICA taxes (Social Security/Medicare) and pay as an employer. You must
collect these taxes, pay the taxes to the IRS, report on taxes paid, and file payroll tax
reports.

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation
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Payroll Tax Report

Payroll Tax Report

This report shows Payroll Taxes by month, year, and Tax Type (Federal or State) for
those taxes you withhold from employees for income tax and FICA taxes (Social
Security/Medicare) and pay as an employer. You must collect these taxes, pay the taxes to
the IRS, report on taxes paid, and file payroll tax reports.
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free CHM Help documentation generator

Pension Report

Pension Report

This report shows information on who is enrolled and hired date, termination date, hours
worked, and the amount that was applied to the pension. A pension is a retirement plan
that provides a monthly income in retirement. Unlike a 401(k), the employer bears all of the
risk and responsibility for funding the plan. A pension is typically based on your years of
service, compensation, and age at retirement.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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SOC Assignments

SOC Assignments
This is a report of active employees and their Standard Occupational Classification
Assignment.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce Kindle eBooks easily

W2s

W2s

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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A W-2 form, also known as the Wage and Tax Statement, is the document an employer is
required to send to each employee and to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) at the end of
the year. A W-2 reports the employee's annual wages and the amount of taxes withheld
from their paychecks. This screen allows you to print these forms.

Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1
single source

AR Account

AR Account

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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To add an account, choose the + sign and this will default you to the “Account” on the “Account Information”
tab. By tabbing this will generate an account number or an account number can be manually added.

Complete the information making sure to apply the “Payment Terms”. Once the information is completed,
save.

The “Account Activity” tab will provide the “Outstanding Balance” if there is one. This tab can be searched by
“Reference/Invoice/Receipt Number/CSeq”.
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The “Account Activity” provides “AR Activity” which will give all activity of the account listed.

The “Account Activity” provides “Prepayment” information which will give all prepayments of the account
listed.
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The “Notes” tab will provide information needed for the account being viewed.

In addition, at the top, there is access to screens directly if needed.
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AR Activity

AR Activity

Accounts Receivable is the balance of money due to a firm for goods or services delivered
or used but not yet paid for by customers. This report shows the activity on each account by
date and controlling account.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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AR Aging

AR Aging

Accounts receivable aging is a periodic report that categorizes a company's accounts
receivable according to the length of time an invoice has been outstanding. This report can
be filtered by Date, Customer or Broker and Account Status.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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AR Credit Balance

AR Credit Balance
This report shows accounts and or customers that are given a credit limit and the balance
of that limit per date.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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AR Prepayment Reports

AR Prepayment Reports

AR prepayments are payments made in advance to be applied to a
different accounting period. If invoices are not posted for that accounting period, you can
designate the payment as a prepayment and apply it at a later date.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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AR Revenue

AR Revenue

This report compares the total account receivable charges current year to date to last year
to date.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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AR Trial Balance

AR Trial Balance

The Accounts Receivable Trial Balance Report lists all transactions that affect the accounts
receivable accounts for each company/location. The report is used to verify each
company/location's accounts receivable balances in the general ledger.
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Charge Accounts Receivable

AR Charges
AR Account Locator- Locates the AR account by double clicking on the book icon.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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This will prompt you to another screen to search for your account. Either save or double click on the
account and it will place the account in the Name and Account of the home screen.

Add a GL account by right clicking on the Account at the bottom.
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Search the GL accounts for the account then save the account.

Once the GL account is selected, enter the amount.
Enter the Posting Date, Payment Due Date, Reference, Invoice number, and any memo that may need to be
added for reference. 
Then hit the Charge button and the process is complete.
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Deposit

Deposit

Enter the “Deposit ID”, choose the “Bank Account”, enter the “Date”, and the amount for “Total Received for
Payment on Account” and save. Then choose the “Assign the Accounts to Deposit”.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Find the account needed for the deposit and double click to “Assigned to Deposit”.

By double clicking on the account needed or using the arrows below, this will take the account from the left
side of the screen (“Account”) to the right side of the screen (“Assigned to Deposit”) then “Return to Deposit
Screen”.

Once returning to the deposit screen, the charges will appear at the bottom of the screen to be able to apply
the payment.
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Enter the “Amount Paid” that needs to be applied to each line item for each charge. To complete the
deposit, the balance will need to be zero, then “Complete Deposit”.

This will prompt to back to a blank deposit screen.
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Prepayments/On Hold

Follow the instruction 1 through 3 on “Deposit”, but instead of applying the deposit to the charges “Create
Prepayment”. In this screen, choose either “Prepayment” or “Payment on Hold”. Enter the “Origin Account
Type”, “Origin Account”, “Prepayment Amount”, “Check Number”, and “Create”.

Once completing the prepayment, this will be applied to the main screen in “Prepay” and the “Balance” will
also have the amount applied.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool
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Reviewing and Reconciling AR Account

Reviewing and Reconciling an AR Account

Account Information- Reviewing information about the account.

Credit Limit- amount approved or given to the account. “0” means no credit limit.

Available Credit- the amount of Credit Available after taking the credit limit – (minus) Total Account Balance.

AR Balance- is the total of posted AR entries.

Service Charge Balance- a fee charged for a service in addition to a standard or basic fee.

Open Order Balance- open orders on the account that have not been invoiced.

Prepayment Balance- an amount paid in advance.

Total Account Balance- AR balance + (plus) open orders +(plus) Service Charges – (minus) Prepayments.

Reconciling Accounts
These are the reports that can be used to view and reconcile the AR accounts.

AR Credit Balance- this report will give information about the customer’s available credit limit.

AR Activity Report- this report will give information about all activity on the account. 

Report Beginning Balance- is the Total Account Balance based on periods from beginning date to
ending date.

Report Ending Balance- is a total of all the activity on the account on periods from beginning date to
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ending date. 

AR Aging Report- this report gives AR outstanding information based on period end date on the length of
time an invoice or activity has been on the account.
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Prepayment Reports- this report provides information about prepayments and payments on hold that have
been applied to the account.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator
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Statements

Statements

A statement is a document that reflects all transactions that took place between you and a
particular customer for a given period of time. Generally business owners
send statements to their customers to let them know how much they owe for sales that took
place on credit during that period. Statements allow you to remind your customers about
outstanding invoices and send details of their account activity for their records.

 

Revised: 8/24/2020 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce online help for Qt applications
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AP Adjustments/Payments

AP Adjustments/Payments

Choose the line item(s) or payee(s) for payment.

Once this is done, Post Payment & Create Check.
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Are you sure you want to post? Yes
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Once posted the line item or items will disappear. Go to the Check Writer screen.

Once at the Check Writer screen, choose the line item(s) to be paid, enter beginning check # and Print
Check. 
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When check has been printed, this will disappear.
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To Void a check, choose the Check Status either “All” or the status of which you posted the check then find
the check to be voided and Void the check.
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Are you sure you want to void the check? Yes.
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This will return the line item back to the screen and to the posting screen for corrections and to be able to
repost.
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To remove the AP charge all together, select the charges to be removed then click “Remove AP Charge” and
Yes.
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In addition, at the top, there is access to screens directly if needed.
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AP Account

AP Account

To add an account, choose the + sign and this will default you to the “Account” on the “Account Information”
tab. By tabbing this will generate an account number or an account number can be manually added.

Complete the information in each field and making sure to apply the “Payment Terms”.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Once the information is completed, save the information.

The “Account Activity” tab will provide the “Outstanding Balance” if there is one. This tab can be searched by
“Reference, memo, or Check Number”.
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This tab also provides “Account History” which will give all history of the account listed.

The “Notes” tab will provide information needed for the account being viewed. In addition, on the top right,
there is access to reports screen directly if needed.
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AP Activity

AP Activity

Accounts payable represents a collection of financial documents reflecting a company's
payments on short-term or recurring debts. This report shows the activity on each account
by date and controlling account.

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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AP Aging

AP Aging

An accounts payable aging report shows the balances you owe to others. The debts
consist of inventory, supplies, and services you buy to operate your business. The aging of
accounts payable tracks who your creditors are, how much you owe, and how long you
have owed debts.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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AP Expenses

AP Expenses

This report compares the total AP Charges current year to date to last year to date.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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AP Outstanding

AP Outstanding

This report provides the balances of the AP Charges that are outstanding for each account
by summary or detail.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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AP Prepayment Reports

AP Prepayment Reports

A prepayment is the sum paid for goods or services before their receipt or invoiced due
date. This report shows prepayments that are applied to a specific account or accounts by
date, summary, and detail.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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AP Trial Balance

AP Trial Balance

Use this Accounts Payable Trial Balance report to provide a complete recap of Accounts
Payable invoices with details of payments, adjustments, or other activities that affect the
Accounts Payable balances during a period. You can use this report to reconcile General
Ledger to the balance of the accounts payable account.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Bank Reconciliation

Bank Reconciliation

Go to Bank Reconciliation and add a reconciliation.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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This will prompt to a box where the “Bank” will be added along with the “Date” you are reconciling,
“Beginning Balance” and “Ending Balance” of the bank statement. Once the information is entered, save.
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Once saved this will generate the information on the main screen that was entered, along with outstanding
debts and credits to be reconciled. 

Apply each line of outstanding items from the bottom that are listed on the bank statement needing to be
reconciled by double clicking on the line item or using the upward arrow key to apply.
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As the outstanding items are being applied, once completed the “Difference Should be Zero”. 
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Then “Reconcile”.
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The screen will clear. If the reconciliation needs to be corrected or changed, change the “Reconciliation
Status” to “All” and this will bring up any reconciliations that have been completed and then you will have the
option to “Un-Reconcile” and return anything back to the outstanding position with the downward arrow key
or double clicking on the item.
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Reports- at the top of the page, “Reports” will give you all reports for the “Bank Reconciliation”.
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Charge Accounts Payable

AP Charges

AP Account Locator- Locates the AP account by double clicking on the book icon.

This will prompt you to another screen to search for your account. Either save or double click on the
account and it will place the account in the Name and Account of the home screen.

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Add a GL account by right clicking on the Account at the bottom.

Search the GL accounts for the account then save the account.

Once the GL account is selected, enter the amount.
Enter the Reference, Invoice Date, and Payment Due Date.
Then hit the Charge button and the process is complete.
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Write Checks

Write Checks

Go to the Write Checks screen.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Once at the screen, choose the line item(s) to be paid, enter beginning check # and Print Check. 
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When check has been printed, this too will disappear.

To Void a check, choose Check Status “All”, find the check to be voided and Void the check. Are you sure
you want to void the check? Yes. This will return the line item back to the screen.
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Batch Shipments (Entering a stack of tickets at one time)

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

GL Account Setup

GL Account

To add a “GL Account” select the  button and this will default to the “Account”. Enter the
account filling in all the “Account Information”.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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The navigator bar  allows you to create a new GL Account, remove a

GL Account. The save button  is used to save any information you have and the cancel

button  cancels any changes you've made since you last saved.

Make sure to select the “Type” (Asset, Liability, Equity, Revenue, or Expense).

Then select the “Sub-Type” and save.
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Next add the “Report Grouping”. By selecting the sign , this will bring up a box that will
allow you to select the “Account Reporting Group” (Statement, Group One, and Group Two). 

Select the Group then save  and this will complete the selection.
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“View Account Types” allow viewing of all the accounting groups.

Revised 12/20/2021

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1
single source
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Standard Account Setup

Standard Account Setup

To setup a “Standard Account” select the + sign. Select a “Company Division”.

Then select the “Description” needed to assign to the “Account”. 
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Next select the “Account” (GL Account) to be assigned to the “Description”.  Then save.

If the GL Account is not available, select the option to “Add/Change GL Account” to add.

Disclaimer: 
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All Contents of this File, past, present, and future are property of Tradewinds Software Corporation and
cannot be used or distributed in any form without express permission. 
Tradewinds Software assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this
document. The information contained in this document is provided on an "as is" basis with no guarantees of
completeness, accuracy, usefulness, or timeliness. 
Documentation may differ from user experience based on a combination of Site wide system settings and
individual access.  For further assistance, please contact our technical support department at (318) 220-1039.
Copyright Tradewinds Software Corporation 2020  
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Bank Account Setup

Bank Account Setup

To set up a bank account, select the + sign. Enter the “Bank Account” number, then the name of
the account, select the “GL Account” from the drop box then address.

Once information is complete, save. In addition, at the top, there is access to the “GL Accounts”
directly if needed.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Account Activity Summary

Account Activity Summary

This report generates account activity transactions made in a particular account. These include
cash withdrawals, bill payments, wire transfers, and other such transactions. Monitor
your account activities and keep track of your ending daily balance, which includes any
deposits, credits, checks, or other transactions you have received before the close of business.
Select the account or all accounts, a transaction date range (beginning and ending), and the
“Account Types”, then display report.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Assets

Assets

This report is used to find Assets reported on a company's balance sheet that are bought or
created to increase the value or to benefit the operation. 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate EPub eBooks with ease
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Balance Sheet

Balance Sheet

A Balance Sheet is the financial statement of a company which includes assets, liabilities,
equity capital, total debt, etc. at a point in time. Checking custom will print a custom balance
sheet. With this report you can combine divisions and/or departments by clicking the
appropriate boxes. You must select a division or you can select multi divisions, however multi
divisions is only available for non-custom balance sheets.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce online help for Qt applications

Budget

Budget
To add a “Budget”, choose the “Fiscal Year”, “Division”, and “Department”. Enter the dollar

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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amounts for each “Account” and “Description”. Then save. 

“Copy Monthly Budget Figure To All” allows you to select the accounts IF more than one and

enter an amount and copy to all months. Or, you are able to “Select All” and this will copy all

the accounts along with the months. Select “Copy Monthly Budget Figure To All”, select the cell

then complete by selecting the copy.
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“Copy Current Budget To The Next Year” allows you to select the accounts IF more than one and

copy to the next fiscal year. Select “Copy Current Budget To The Next Year”, select the cell then

complete by selecting the copy.
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“Copy Monthly Budget Figure To All Remaining” allows you to select an account and enter or

choose the amount and copy to the remaining months. Select “Copy Monthly Budget Figure To

All Remaining”, select the cell then complete by selecting the copy.
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There are also filters at the top, to allow “Color Budget by Gains/Losses” (if the budget is over

the current it is gray and if the budget is under it is red) and “Show only Active Accounts”. 

There are also “Account Types” that will show your “Income Statement”, “Revenue” (which is

your incoming), and “Expenses” (which are your outgoing).
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“View” allows you to view you “Budget”, “Current Assets”, “Prior Year Actuals”, and

“Variances” (which are your budget minus your current).

If you are needing to access the “Account” or “Description” at the GL level, simply right click on

either one and this will display a box which will allow you to either change the “Budget and GL”

Account Name” and this will change everywhere or “Just the Budget Name” which will only

change on the budget screen but will not affect any history. 
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“Details” allow you to enter and break down details for the amounts entered for the accounts

and months. You can also access this display by double clicking on the cell.

“Memo” allows you to enter any information needed to the month’s columns. You can also

access the “Memo” display by right clicking on any cell in the months.
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“History” allows you to see the history of each account and entry done within this application.

“Budget Reports” allow you to print specific reports. “Budget Report” or “Combined Budget

Report”.
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“Clear Budget” will delete the budget data for the Fiscus Year.
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“Recalculate Actual Figures” allow you to destroy your actual current and previous figures for

the selected fiscal year and recalculate but will not change your budget figure.
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“Go To Accounting Reports” lets you access all “Accounting Reports” from this screen without

having to exit.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Chart of Accounts
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Charts of Accounts

This report simply prints a list of all accounts on the general ledger for a given division.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Check Register

Check Register

The Check Register Report, shows details of bank account activity in the date range selected.
The Check Register Report is similar to the Activity by Account Report but will give a running
balance on your account and also will display check numbers if check numbers were used.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Detail GL

Detail GL

This report provides balances for each general ledger account by starting and ending dates, and
divisions.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Direct Deposit

Direct Deposit

You will use the Direct Deposit report to view your direct deposits in a particular bank account
for the status of your collection and deposits for a specific date range.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Discount Variiances

Discount Variance

A discount variance is the difference between a budgeted, planned, or standard cost and the
actual amount incurred/sold. Discount variances can be computed for both costs and revenues.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Donations

Donations

This report will show invoices to the charity for the products or services that were donated by
date range.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Export Journals

Export Journals

This report exports a journal detailed by month or date range that records all the financial
transactions of a business, to be used for the future reconciling of accounts and the transfer of
information to other official accounting records, such as the general ledger.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Tradewinds Software assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this
document. The information contained in this document is provided on an "as is" basis with no guarantees of
completeness, accuracy, usefulness, or timeliness. 
Documentation may differ from user experience based on a combination of site wide system settings and
individual access.  For further assistance, please contact our technical support department at (318) 220-1039.
Copyright Tradewinds Software Corporation 2020 
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Income Statement

Income Statement

An income statement is a financial statement that shows you the company's income and
expenditures. It also shows whether a company is making profit or loss for a given period. 

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Please review the TIP!

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

Journal Report

Journal Report

A journal report gives a detailed account that records all the financial transactions of a
business, to be used for the future reconciling of accounts and the transfer of information to
other official accounting records, such as the general ledger. This report can be filtered by
Divisions, Dates, Source, Reference, Sequence, User and Account.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Monthly Income Summary

Monthly Income Summary

A monthly income provides the bottom line for a business, which is the net income or net loss
for the month. A monthly income includes sections for revenues/income, cost of goods sold,
gross profit, expenses, taxes, and net income or net loss by Division and Department.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Outstanding Advances

Outstanding Advances

This report gives a list of the unpaid advances on a particular date by Company Division.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create cross-platform Qt Help files

Reviewing and Reconciling the Liability

Reviewing and Reconciling the Liability

DPR- Daily Position Report

1) Warehouse- Choose the warehouse that needs to be reconciled. 

2) Commodity- Choose the commodity that needs to be reconciled.

3) Begin Date/End Date- Choose the dates to be reviewed.

4) Units of Measure- Choose the Units of which to review.

5) Main Daily Position Report- Daily Position Report/Recognize Ownership on Check.

6) Grain Value Position- Reduce inventory on Shipments.

7) Supporting Schedules- Open Storage/On Contract/Unpaid/Delayed Price

Combined/Grower Status Summary.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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8) Treatment Filter- Choose the treatment to be reviewed.

Reconciling

1) Open Storage Report- Take the supporting document and compare it to the Grower
Status Report and the Daily Position Report to make sure all totals match.
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2) On Contract Report- Take the supporting document and compare it to the Grower Status
Report and the Daily Position Report to make sure all totals match.
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Reviewing and Reconciling Physical

Reviewing and Reconciling the Physical

DPR- Daily Position Report

1) Warehouse- Choose the warehouse that needs to be reconciled. 

2) Commodity- Choose the commodity that needs to be reconciled.

3) Begin Date/End Date- Choose the dates to be reviewed.

4) Units of Measure- Choose the Units of which to review.

5) Main Daily Position Report- Daily Position Report/Daily Position

(Contracted/Manufactured)/Recognize Ownership on Check.

6) Grain Value Position- Reduce inventory on Shipments.

7) Treatment Filter- Choose the treatment to be reviewed.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Hedging Reports- Grain Position by Warehouse

1) Contract Types- The type of Contract to run report.

2) Brokerage Account- The account in which to review the report.

3) Contract Type- The commodity in which to review report.

4) Begin Date/End Date- Choose the dates to be reviewed.

5) Unit- the measure of unit in which to review.

6) Hedging Reports- Grain Position by Warehouse.
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Reconciling

1) DPR (Daily Position Report)/Daily Position (Contracted/Manufactured)- Take the
DPR/Contracted/Manufactured and compare to the On-Hand Position by Warehouse to
make sure totals match.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create iPhone documentation
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Sales to Income Comparison

Sales to Income Comparison

This report compares the revenue of the income a company generates before any expenses are
subtracted from the calculation and sales of a company that are generated from selling goods
or services to its customers by date range.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy CHM and documentation editor

Trial Balance

Trial Balance

https://www.helpndoc.com
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A trial balance is a bookkeeping worksheet in which the balance of all ledgers are compiled into
debit and credit account column totals that are equal for each Division. A trial balance is
prepared periodically, usually at the end of every reporting period.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

Drying

Grain Receipts (Rough)

Rough grain can be received in via the scale house or by batch.  With batch receipts, you enter
one or more tickets Into the system at one time.  These tickets would have already been
weighed in, just not through the scale house.  At the scale house tickets are entered one at a
time as the truck goes over the scale.

At the scales the user would use the “Receipts” screen.  Let’s look at each part of the screen
and explain what it does.

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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At the very top of the screen is a menu bar

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate EPub eBooks with ease

Milling
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COMING SOON
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Conversion to Seed

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

Bin Status and Operations

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Transferring between Bins

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

Drying
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COMING SOON
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Storage

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce online help for Qt applications

Other Fees
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Shipping
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator
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Grower Setup

Grower Setup

The Grower Setup application is in the Growers>Grower Setup menu item.  The Grower

Setup screen handles setting up everything about a Grower that is needed for a contract and

settlement. 

First go to the  main menu item. The Growers menu item holds all the main

information about the Growers that will be used to work with.  Inside the Growers, next choose

 which will bring you to the screen below. 

Growers/Grower Setup Application
Adding a Grower

To add a Grower, you must first choose the division of the Grower.  This is the division you
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are wanting the Grower to be assigned to.  Depending on if applicable, you will then choose

a Producer/Shareholder Group if one needs to be assigned.

Entering Grower Information

As in all forms, the  button exits the Grower Setup screen and brings you back to the

main application.  The navigator bar  allows you to  create a new

Grower, remove a Grower.  The save button  is used to save any information you

have and the cancel button  cancels any changes you've made since you last saved. 

The Search button can be used to search by ID or Name of the Grower.  

This area allows you to view different options by clicking on the needed field. 

You can view the selected fields by Active Growers Only, Growers with no Accounts

Payable assigned, Regular Growers only, and view by Grower Type whether it be the

Producer or Shareholder.

To add a Grower, select the  button and this will default to the Grower ID.  Here you

can click the Tab button on your computer to auto populate an ID number or you can

manually type in a number in this field.  
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Then enter the Name of the Grower and select one of the 5 options on the right (Regular

Grower, Owner, Dealer, Lienholder or Other) based on how the Grower needs to be

assigned.  

Select the Active box to make the Grower active and if the Grower is to pay drying charges

select the box Pays Drying Charges.

If there is a Lienholder for the Grower enter the name in the Lien Holder field and from the

Last Lien Check select a date to enter if applicable. 

The Mailing address is entered into the following screen fields.

Notice the Zip and Phone fields are formatted.  These will change with the county you are

in, but the default is (888)888-888 for a phone number.  All numbers must be entered in a

phone number including the area code.  The Zip will take a 5-digit mandatory for the first 5-

digits, followed by an optional 4 digits.

Copy To Street Address button allows you to copy the information to the street address

without physically typing it in by clicking on this button.

The Street address works the same way as the Mailing address.
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Again, by clicking on the Copy To Mailing Address this will copy the information to the

mailing address without physically typing it in.

By adding a Lien holder this allows you to assign a Lien holder to the Grower and allows

the Lien holder to Print On Check by selecting the box and to authorize any amounts to be

withheld by clicking on the Authorized To Withhold box.  Notes is for any additional

information needed to be added.

If a Shareholder needs to be assigned to the Grower, by clicking the  button this will

allow you to add a Shareholder and any additional Notes that need to be added.
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Active Grower Contracts are for customers that use the Grower Contract Groups and this

tab will show any other active contracts.

For customers that us the Grower Contract Groups, This tab is to see if the Grower has any

Unsettled Tickets by clicking Calculate Unsettled Tickets, this will populate any unsettled

tickets below showing the Commodity, Variety, Settled Unpaid, On Contract, Delayed

Price, Gran Bank, Warehouse Receipt, Open Storage and Total.  

This can be printed by Detail or Summary depending on how much information is needed to

review.  
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You can also generate a Grower Status Report by All Commodities or All Lots.

There is a Reports option at the top of the screen that allows you to transistion to the

Grower List screen and the Shareholder Groups screen to run reports without leaving this

screen to access them. It also allows you to Print Screen from here.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Commodity Setup

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create iPhone web-based documentation

Entering Varieties

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator

Entering Warehouse & Bin information

The Warehouse application is located in the Lookups>Warehouse menu item.  You can also
click the Lookups>Bin menu and be guided to the same screen.  The Warehouse screen handles
setting up everything about a warehouse including the Bins located in the warehouse and
various other settings.

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
https://www.helpndoc.com
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First go to the  main menu item.  Depending on the rights you have, there
should be several items located in the Lookups menu item.  The Lookups menu item holds all
the main information that the system will use to work with.  Inside the lookup, next choose

either  or  which will bring you to the screen below. 

Warehouse/Bin Setup Application

Entering Warehouse Information

As in all forms, the  button exits the warehouse screen and brings you back to the main

application.  The navigator bar allows you to  create a new

warehouse, remove a warehouse, The save burtton  is used to save any
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information you have and the cancel button  cancels any changes you've made since you
last saved.

Next you enter the Warehouse value.  This is the main identifier for the warehouse.  The
warehouse box must contain a unique value and you should only use alpha-numeric numbers.
Never put spaces in the main identifier..  In other words, each warehouse must have a unique
identifier.  The warehouse type is used to identify the warehouse type.  LOCAL is the value you
would use for warehouses that belong to you.  BONDED, COMMERCIAL AND FARM-STORED are
all warehouse types for other companies you are shipping or receiving into.  The Lot Prefix is a 2
digit identifier that the system will use to create your lots.  Most companies use the following
lot number arrangement TW1000*21, where TW denotes the warehouse, 1000 is the sequential
number for the lot and *21 is the crop year it was planted and harvested in. And the name is
what you want to name the warehouse.  This allows you to enter a name that is easier to read
than the Warehouse. (See below)

So, in the example above TWDEMO is the warehouse identifier.  LOCAL is the warehouse
type, TW is the lot prefix ad TradeWinds Grain Demo is the name of the warehouse.

The street address is entered into the following screen fields.

Notice the Zip and phone fields are formatted.  These will change with the country you are
located in, but the default is (888)888-888 for a phone number.  All numbers must be entered in
a phone number including the area code.  The zip will take a 5 digit mandatory for the first 5
digits, followed by an optional 4 digits.

The mailing address works exactly the same way except that the system records it as the
mailing address instead of the street address.
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The contact sections is where you put other contacts at the location.  For instance you
might want to setup the bookkeeper, manager, owner, sales person, scale house manager

etc..  The small navigator bar at the top  is a small navigator bar
specifically for the contacts.

This section  is used to put the beginning numbers for several different documents.  The
Beginning Invoice Number is used to say what is the beginning number.  In this example we are
using a 4 digit number starting with 1000.  So in this case your invoice numbers will begin with
1000 and continue to 9999.  You may want to extend these out to include more numbers;
100000 would allow tickets in range of 100000 to 999999.  The warehouse account is used for
drying invoices, it allows the system to keep track of the drying invoices by warehouse.  The
Beginning Warehouse Receipt number decides what will be the warehouse receipt number.  You
can have different warehouse receipt numbers for each warehouse for rice and non-rice.

Next section allows you to enter your beginning numbers for receiving and shipping weight
certificates and treatment ticket numbers.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Lots

Lots

The Lots application is located in the Lookups>Lots menu item. The Lots screen handles
setting up individual Lots that include the Commodity, Warehouse, Producer, and Crop Year
that the Lot will be assigned to.
First go to the   main menu item.  Depending on the rights you have, there should
be several items located in the Lookups menu item.  The Lookups menu item holds all the main
information that the system will use to work with.  Inside the Lookup, next choose

which will bring you to the screen below.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Entering Lot Information

As in all forms, the   button exits the Lot screen and brings you back to the main
application. On the top tool bar there are dropdown boxes to help determine the Units,
Commodity, and Warehouse for lookup purposes.

                     

Also, on the tool bar there are buttons labeled to assign the lot Dry or Undry and the Grower
Setup and the Settlements buttons will allow you to access the location by taking you directly
to the screens without having to exit the Lots screen.

The navigator bar allows you to create a new Lot, remove a Lot. The

save button  is used to save any information you have and the cancel button  cancels
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any changes you've made since you last saved. Any box highlighted in yellow
 is a search box to allow you to search by different values depending

on the screen you are accessing. 

By either checking the View Only Open Lots the Showing Only the Selected Crop Year and
choosing the dropdown Crop Year or unchecking will allow you to filter and view the Lots
information.

On the navigation bar there is a color-coded box which represents the colors of each lot line
item and what that color means.

Enter your Lot ID number or leave it blank and the system will automatically choose the next
available Lot number at your warehouse. The Lot Prefix is a 2-digit identifier that the system will
use to create your lots.  Most companies use the following lot number arrangement
TW0001*21, where TW denotes the warehouse, 0001 is the sequential number for the lot and
*21 is the crop year it was planted and harvested in.

Using the dropdown box, select the Default Lot Use for the created Lot to be assigned to.

 

From the dropdown box choose the Producer to assign to the lot.
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If a lot is for Second Crop , there is a place to check on the Lot Information
tab.

 
Choose the Commodity, Variety,                                   This information below can be checked
on
Grower’s Variety, and Crop Year                                    each lot as needed to assign certain
status’ 
from the each of the dropdown                                     as the process changes for the lot. 
boxes again, to be assigned to 
the new create lot.

                                                                             
           
You can override charts by selecting the Override Charts and it will tell you the charts you have

chosen to override.               

                                                                                  

Drying, Handling, and Shrink are chosen from each dropdown to the lot from charts that are
set up each year based on first or second crop. These charts are found in the System Charts
screen .

              

The Shares 100% screen is where you assign the Shareholder On This Lot and the distributed
percentage amount and if there is a Lein Holder. 
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This can be viewed by either All, Sharholders, or Producers.

The Lot Status tab is a view of basic lot information of when receipts and shipments are done
and includes settlement information.

The Notes tab allows you to add any additional notes that may be useful when assigning the
lot.
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The Charges tab is a collection of all charges from the settlement.

The Detail Of Charges tab is a more breakdown and detailed view of the lot.
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The Receipts tab is where you can view the receipts and all information about the receipts on a
specific lot without leaving this screen. 

This can be filtered by Warehouse and you are able to view any Transfer Receipts.

The Shipments tab is where you can view all shipments and information about the shipments
on a specific lot without leaving this screen.

This can be filtered by Warehouse and you are able to view any Transfer Receipts.

The Daily Position (DPR) is a view of the physical and ownership status by day of a rough grain
lot. This is a day-by-day status report.
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This can be filtered by Warehouse, Beginning Date, Ending Date, Untreated, Treated and All.

This tab also has a refresh button  in the event the information filters are changed.

The Freight Charge Backs is a list of freight charge back tickets to the grower for this lot.

These can also be viewed by Show Only Tickets With Balances or Include Outstanding
Balances From Other Lots.

The Lot Charges tab gives you charge information about the lot base on contracts and other

information entered and as shipping and receiving processes are done. You can also 
the lot when completed.
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Additional Lot Info is used to view addition information about the lot. 

You can also assign if you want to do Storage Only, to make it a Direct Shipment, if it is a Toll
Milling lot, or if it is Closed.

By checking on this box it allows you to assign Drying charges on each load.

This section is used for entering Beginning and Ending Ticket Numbers assigned to farmers for
delivery. (Sometimes referred to as a farm book) When a farmer delivers a load, the user can
search for the farm ticket delivered with the load to find the correct lot. 

The Periodic Charges (Daily Charges) is auto calculated based on the definition of the charge
ID most common used to calculate storage.
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The Lot Grading tab shows if any testing of the grading of the lot and results if applicable.

Reports/Label tab allows you to print the listed Reports and Labels for the specific lot.

By selecting the Change Producer, it generates a box that will allow you to select the New
Producer and Save.

                            

When selecting the Receipts/Shipments button, it allows you to view the Receipts then by
changing box, you can view the Shipments.
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Grower's Settlements

Grower’s Settlements

Find the Producer for the settlement.

Create the Assignment for the settlement.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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Assign the ticket and the Quantity to the Shareholder Summary.

Once assigned close the assignment.
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Double click to go to the Assignment List.

Highlight the settlement to be created and Create Settlement.
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In the drop down box of the Shareholder find the shareholder.

Highlight the selected line item then complete the settlement.
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Go to Settlement.

Revised: 5/3/2022
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Grower’s Settlements

Menu or Search 

Grower’s Settlements

1) Find the Producer for the settlement.

2) Create the Assignment for the settlement.
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3) Assign the ticket and the Quantity to the Shareholder Summary.

4) Once assigned close the assignment.
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5) Double click to go to the Assignment List.

6) Highlight the settlement to be created and Create Settlement.
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7) In the drop down box of the Shareholder find the shareholder.

8) Then complete the settlement.
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9) Go to Settlement.

Disclaimer: 
All Contents of this File, past, present, and future are property of Tradewinds Software Corporation and
cannot be used or distributed in any form without express permission. 
Tradewinds Software assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in the content of this
document. The information contained in this document is provided on an "as is" basis with no guarantees of
completeness, accuracy, usefulness, or timeliness. 
Documentation may differ from user experience based on a combination of Site wide system settings and
individual access.  For further assistance, please contact our technical support department at (318) 220-1039.
Copyright Tradewinds Software Corporation 2020  
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Modify Allocations

Modify Allocations
Find the Warehouse, Commodity, Lot, Producer and filter the Beginning Date and/or
Ending Date if needed. 

Once those filters are completed, a list of the tickets will appear at the bottom of the
screen. Select the tickets needing to be allocated. Then select the Assign Ticket.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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Once the tickets are assigned, got to the Select Allocation and it will display a box. Select
the Grower/Shareholder then put the Pct Assigned, then save. This will ask you if you
want to Save Allocation to Ticket and Yes.
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Complete the Reason for Change  then Update Allocation. This will allocate the tickets.
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Settlement and Distribution of Proceeds

Settlement and Distribution of Proceeds

The Settlement and Distribution of Proceeds screen allows you to create a settlement for a
specific lot on a grower’s contract.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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When going to the Settlement and Distributions screen from the main menu, it brings you to
the first tab Select A Lot.

As in all forms, the   button exits the screen and brings you back to the main application.
On the top tool bar, this gives you the option to transport and view other screens like the
Accounting View, AP Adjustments/Payments, Growers, and Lots.

This section can be filtered by the Commodity, Variety, and Crop Year when viewing a lot by
using the highlighted Search box to find a specific lot. It can also be filtered by selecting or
deselecting the labeled boxes for the appropriate details.

When selecting the lot by double clicking on the selected line, it will take you to the second tab
at the top showing the lot’s detail to start and create the Settlement.
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On the Settlement Information tab, the navigator bar  allows you to create

a new Settlement, remove a Settlement. The save button  is used to save any

information you have and the cancel button  cancels any changes you've made since you

last saved. To create a new Settlement, select the  and it will default to the Unit Price and

this can either be manually entered or by selecting the  button this will auto generate the
Unit Price if entered on the contract. This button when clicked on, also assigns the Quantity
Shipped to the Quantity. 

There are 3 boxes below, Grower Storage, Primary Buyer Storage, and Secondary Buyer
Storage. By selecting or entering the appropriate information in each field in these boxes, it will
generate information to be added to the Settlement adding to the process.
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When clicking on , it will bring up a small box tat will ask if you
What to Do then select Create. Then chose from the Type of Invoice from the drop down, then
save.

In this section, you can select the Report Date and Drying Date and view or print the Drying
Invoice, Lot Summary, and or the Receipts/Shipments.
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The Receipts/Shipments is where you can view each Receipt ticket created for this lot number
and contract by selecting the Receipts.

The Receipts/Shipments is where you can view each Shipments ticket created for this lot
number and contract by selecting the Shipments.
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The next tab is Daily/One-Time/Storage. In this tab you can enter a One-Time Charge to the

Settlement by clicking on .
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This will bring up a screen allowing you to add a Charge Name, Amount, select whether it is an
Internal Charge, Payee, and the Revenue/Expense Account.

The information will appear under the Charge Name and to assign this One-Time Charge,

simply click on the  button and it will assign it to Charged.
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Which then will appear at the bottom under Charged. If this Settlement is Exempt, it will

appear in the Exempted box and again by clicking on the  button it will also assign the
Exempted to the bottom under the Charged.
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The next tab is Commissions/Drying . The same rules apply to this tab. If there are
Commissions/Drying , these will be listed under the Exempted and again you are able to assign
to the Charged.
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The Advances/AR Credits tab can allow you to assign any Accounts Payable Advances or
Accounts Receivable Credits to the Settlement.

The Accounts Payable Advances, if any, will appear below in this section and you can choose
the Date to Recoup by selecting the drop-down box, then entering the Amount to Recoup and
click on the red arrow button and it will assign the recouped amount in the Recouped section.
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The Accounts Receivable Credits, if any, will appear below in this section and you can choose
the Date to Credit by selecting the drop-down box, then entering the Amount to Credit and
click on the red arrow button and it will assign the credit amount in the SC To Credit section.
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Define Shares is the next tab. This tab assigns the gives you a list of the Shareholders that can
be assigned to the  Settlement. Chose the Shareholder and assign to the bottom to the
Shareholders On This Lot section. This also fills in the Exempted and Periodical Charges if
any.
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Next is the View Charges tab. This is designed to do exactly what it says, View Charges. View
to make sure all totals and all Charges are assigned.

Warehouse Receipts, lets you create a Warehouse Receipt by clicking on the  button and
this will either generate a Receipt number or you can manually assign one by typing in the box.
Chose the Date Issued and or the Date Cancelled. Then chose the Warehouse Charges
Through if applicable and whether it is Issued to Buyer. Once this is complete you can Print
Warehouse Receipt or Print Addenda. 
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Rough Grain Receipts/Shipments
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Setting Menu Option to define the behavior of the receipts screen.
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The Button Bar

The Button Bar

The button bar is used to perform critical maneuvers inside the receipts screen.

 The exit button exists the receipts application.  You use this to exit the screen when
finished.

 The check box records any changes made to a receipt.  This is the same as hitting the

 button, but it doesn't print.  It simply saves the receipt.  You will usually use this one
to create the receipt when the truck first weighs in and before they have dropped off or picked

up rice.  You would then use the  button to save the record and print the weight sheet.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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 This button is the delete record button.  It is used to remove a ticket completely.

 This button is used to adjust the lot to zero and is usually used on shipments only. 
Whatever weight the system is showing after all receipts and shipments are posted is the
amount the system will adjust to make the ending balance zero.  Usually when you finish
shipping a lot, this will adjust the lot to zero..  However, clicking "Shipment Complete" will do
the same thing.

 This is the dry/green button.  When your rice is green, pressing this button will dry the
product thereby shrinking it.  If it is dry, pressing this button will un-dry it.

 This button opens up the document signer function where you can have your driver
sign the ticket and it will be stored with weight sheet.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create PDF Help documents

The commodity, variety and unit of measure drop downs.

The Commodity, Variety and Unit of Measure drop down boxes .

 The Commodity drop down allows you to choose which commodity
you are receiving.

 The Variety drop down allows you to choose the variety if
applicable.  If you are not looking for a particular variety, just click the X to clear the box.

 The unit of measure can be set to DEFAULT, which means however a
particular commodity is tracked, such as CWT, BUSHEL, BARRELL, etc. can be chosen
automatically.  If you wish to choose what unit of measure you want, simply select it and all
figures on the lot screen will automatically change.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Choosing A Lot

Choosing a Lot
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  then drag the column anywhere
you want it to be.In order the receive grain, you must first choose the lot or contract associated
with the incoming grain.  You do that by first deciding which lot or contract.  You must select a
warehouse to receive into by selecting the incoming warehouse under "Warehouse ID".  You can
also select the bin to receive into. 

The "Pounds/Mllg Yield" box returns the quantity and average yield of the bin being dumped
into.  In some situations this may not jive with a figure you have on another report or screen.  If
it doesn't contact TradeWinds to find out why.  Sometime based on the way some people do
business, it might not.

The Receipt Log grid holds many columns (fields) that may or may not be visible.  The add a
column right-click the grid and select Add or Remove a column.

 
 If you choose to add a column, a list will pop up that you can use to select
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columns that are not visible.  You can also
move each column by clickint on it

Retrieveing a receipt.  

When a truck is being received, you will record the gross first and save the ticket.  Once they
have dumped, you can then choose the ticket in the receipt log by double-clicking it and it will
automatically appear in the receipt screen. 
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Recording the weight, grades and other items.

The Receipt Input Fields

The first field you come to will be the Date field.  Simply click the date box and choose the date
you want.  Usually this will be the current date, but if you need to back-date tickets, you can do
that by choosing an earlier date.

 Next enter your ticket number or leave it blank and the system will
automatically choose the next available ticket number at your warehouse.  Each warehouse can
have their own ticket numbers.

Next enter your gross weight or if the scales are hooked up, click the  button to copy
the weight from the scale to the receipt ticket. 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Finally enter any more information that you have.  This can be entered on the first weight or the
second.  Just make sure to get this information entered before you print the weight certificate.

The carrier information can be selected here, along with the truck and license.

The Calculate on Destination or Calculate on Origin specifies which set of figures you'll be using
to calculate the various discounts.   is the default value,
meaning you are using the values at the destination location, which in this case would be your
warehouse.  When calculate on destination is checked the system will use the grades on the
left-hand side.

Calculating on Destination Grades

Calculating on Origin Grades
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Receipt Log

Receipt Log

Once a receipt has been recorded, meaning you have clicked the check box  to save it or

the  button to save and print, the receipts will then show up on the Receipt Log, which is
the second tab on the bottom grid.  The grids sorts by ticket number, so the newest ticket should
always appear towards the top.

You have several filters on the Receipt Log.  A filter is information you can select and limit the
number of records you are looking at.  First of along the top you can sort by 1 day, 30 days 90

days or All (All time) .  Take note that the
longer the period of time you're searching for, the longer it will take to retrieve the records.  You
never want to use All, unless there is no choice.  You can also select a Date Range

 where you can select exactly the days
you wish to search.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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The search box  is where you would type in a certain value and
the system will retrieve that value.  So, for instance if you were looking for ticket number 90701,
you would type it in the yellow search box and type the <Enter> key which will force the system
to reload the grid.  If that ticket number exists in the date range you've selected.

There are a couple of check boxes you need to know about. The

 forces the system to always pull only the commodity that is
chosen at the top.

If the is checked, the system will only show tickets where both
weights have not been entered or the ticket number has not been assigned.  Basically, the idea
is that when the ticket number has been entered along with both gross and tare, the ticket is
therefore complete and would not show up if the  box is checked. 
Unchecking the box will display all tickets whether finished or not.

You'll notice 4 buttons on the top right of the Receipt Log form

.  The  button will delete a
ticket if it is needed to do so.  It will not delete a ticket where the freight has been payed, is
included in a contract and for various other reasons.  The system will tell you why it can't
remove a ticket.

Once freight has been paid, the system normally will not let you change anything on the ticket. 

You can click the  button and the system by default will give you 15
minutes to change the ticket, even though the freight has been paid.  

If a ticket can't be edited in the normal way, the  box will let you modify
certain chosen fields that won't cause problems.  Usually this is just notes and generic
information.

The  button will load the in and out dates and times so they can be
changed.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer
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Silo Information

COMING SOON
Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Daily Position

COMING SOON
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Receipts

COMING SOON
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Shipments
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Lot Recap
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Commodity Detatils

Commodity Details

Commodity Details allow you to create a commodity. By entering the information below,
this will provide details for the commodity created.

Using the Commodity Search will help you search for a commodity that has already been
created or to make sure you are not duplicating an already created commodity.

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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The information listed below helps define the commodity in detail by either entering the
information or using the drop downs to select the information needed.

Revised 4/11/2022
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Commodity Grades

Commodity Grades

This tab allows you to assign Commodity Grades, 1 being the best and 6 being the worst.
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Varieties

Varieties

The Varieties tab allows you to set up new Varieties with Variety Details and Variety
Classifications.

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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You can also search by typing in the Variety Search box and filtering by Brand, Grain
Type, and Variety Type.

                                         

By creating or editing a Variety, you can enter the Variety Details below by either typing,
using the drop down boxes, or selecting the boxes provided for details.
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You can downclass a variety in the Variety Classifications tab by adding the information
below.
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Special Varieties

Special Varieties

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Manual Variety Costs
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Manual Variety Costs

The Manual Variety Costs tab allows you to override the contract cost for a lot when
milling or processing seed.

This tab also allows you to run reports based on History, Single Day, Beginning Date,
Ending Date, and Variety.

Revised 4/11/2022
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Variety Groups

Variety Groups

Variety Groups Tab allows you to create a Variety Group and Assign Varieties to the
groups.

In this tab you can Assign a Variety to a Variety Group by selecting or searching for the

Variety to assign and clicking on Assign Variety  and this will assign the

Variety. If needing to Unassign Variety just click on  and this will

unassign and when searching if needing to Clear Filters, click on .

https://www.helpndoc.com
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The Variety Group Classes tab is where you can enter the seed licensing information.
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Brands

Brands

The Brands tab is just a way to group a variety when a variety is branded a specific way.

Revised 4/11/2022
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